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“Two things we need are Enroute Mission Planning and Remote Sensing of the Battlefield.”

— General John N. Abrams, TRADOC Commander

By Bo Dunaway and Chuck Brice, Majors, U.S. Army, Retired

Just as the Army has charged Space Operations Officers “to focus and address Space-related matters pertaining to warfighting,” in a paralleling effort, the Commander in Chief, U.S. Space Command approved and stood up a joint initiative, executed by Army Space Command, called the Spectral Operations Resource Center (SORC).

The SORC is a resource and part of the Space toolkit that Space Operations Officers and the Army’s warfighters may draw upon for support. In performing its mission, the SORC works with the Naval Space Command (NAVSPACE), Air Force Space Command (AFSPC), Space Warfare Center (SWC), and 544th Intelligence Group (IG). This article highlights SORC capabilities, spectral products and processes, and datasets that can be “tapped” by Space Operations Officers for their supported warfighters.

SORC Mission and Organization

SORC missions include coordinating and managing U.S. Space Command multispectral imagery (MSI) and hyperspectral imagery (HSI) production capabilities; providing access to spectral (MSI, HSI, radar) information, products and services (primarily posted on the Army Space classified website); advocating joint warfighter spectral information requirements; and integrating emerging intelligence and service community spectral capabilities into Space operations. The SORC is a joint spectral facility, executed by Army Space Command, with the U.S. Space Command Space Operations Center providing J2/3 oversight for tasking and leveraging U.S. Space Command component capabilities. SWC personnel and Army Space Command contractors and soldiers man the SORC, with plans for including NAVSPACE personnel and other joint agency personnel in the future.

The SORC also draws upon Army Space Command core capabilities such as the Mobile Processing Exploitation and Demonstration (MoPED). The MoPED serves as a platform for the SORC to use in joint exercises such as the recently completed Ocean Radiance Exercise in Tampa, Fla. Personnel and resources of the Army Space Command Remote Sensing Branch, along with the personnel from the SWC, the 544th IG and NAVSPACE Remote Sensing Information Center were integrated at the Ocean Radiance Exercise in October 2001. Most of these “spectral experts” are part of the larger SORC team in Colorado Springs.

Bo Dunaway, the SORC Director, and Chief, Army Space Command Remote Sensing Branch, explained that the SORC “is basically an entry point for G3/J3 users who don’t have expertise to task, process, or plan spectral operations: the spectral have-nots.” The SORC also serves to integrate U.S. Space Command capabilities with evolving measurement and signal intelligence/spectral architecture.

SORC Support to the War Effort

Since the terrorist attack of September 11, the SORC has been “tapped” by a wide range of users, including the V Corps Central Command, U.S. Southern Operations Command, the U.S. Air Force Surgeon General, the HQ 14th AF, 614th Standard Operating Procedures and others.

In the past months the SORC team made the first-ever, operational use of HSI to successfully validate high-priority targets for an in-theater warfighter. While
HSI imagery and techniques correctly identified what other means could not, it was the intelligence organization’s in-country imagery analysts who then validated the locations reported through other means and sources. Neither the SORC nor HSI is a “stand-alone” targeting technology. Spectral technology has shown its value as another supporting tool for an all-source analysis confirmation of high-value targets.

Similarly, the SORC teams have demonstrated that spectral technology in the hands of geologists and imagery analysts can also be used successfully in a cross-disciplinary approach to support the war effort in-theater. Classified products can be viewed on the Army Space Command classified website.

Contributions to Homeland Defense

The commander, U.S. Army Space and Missile Defense Command (SMDC) has had a role in the Homeland Defense effort to protect high-value, high-risk terrorist targets that include U.S. Space launches, nuclear and command and control sites in America, and high-visibility targets such as the 2002 Winter Olympics in Salt Lake City. Accordingly, the SORC, which encompasses and draws upon all the Army Space Command remote sensing capabilities, provided common operating picture products for various Army, Federal, and local agencies that were used in coordinating security plans for the Olympic venue sites in the Salt Lake City area. An overview product that provided broad area coverage of Salt Lake City environs, with 3D insert views, (represented on page 7) illustrates its potential use to Space Operations Officers for smaller areas of interest at higher resolution. Classified or for official use only spectral products and image maps are posted continuously at the National Imagery and Mapping Agency (NIMA) spectral imagery map site or on the Army Space Command classified website. For example, 11 new NIMA coproduction maps were posted to this site in December 2001 along with their digital, print-ready files. Homeland Defense spectral support products have been provided to, among others, the Continental Army, Space and Missile Defense Command, and the U.S. Army National Simulation Center.

Other spectral products can include higher-resolution visibility and approach planning products in 2-D or 3-D as well as terrain categorizations and spectral analysis in MSI or HSI for determining what “belongs and doesn’t belong” in a given location.

Current SORC Efforts

To continue to focus MSI, HSI, and radar cutting-edge techniques and capabilities on operational applications, the SORC concentrates on current essential elements of information from Central Command, European Command, Southern Command, and the Defense Intelligence Agency. NIMA coproduction of spectral information products has “shifted fires” from a largely Army focus to include sister service bases, training areas, and sites of interest for Homeland Defense mission planning. All of the products meet NIMA criteria for accuracy and format and are suitable for operational use. Much like NIMA, the Commercial Satellite Communication Initiative Management Office views the SORC as one of the most promising conduits for spreading operational use of measurement and signal intelligence to warfighters at all levels.

Conclusion

Periods of war have instigated leaps in applied technology such as widespread use of the global positioning system in Operation Desert Storm. In Operation Enduring Freedom, many cutting edge efforts will of necessity and with “Yankee ingenuity” be applied successfully, and these successes need to be passed among warfighters.

We are not selling spectral technology as a “magic
bullet” for Space Operations Officers or other warfighters. As the Army’s Space professionals, inside knowledge of these spectral successes and the ability to tap the SORC will help in the larger context to “normalize” Space while providing another reliable and responsive Space support tool for commanders at all levels.

The SORC can be tasked through the U.S. Space Command or Army Space Operations Center, and the Army Space Command G3.
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